Introduction The prior event rate ratio (PERR) overcomes "unmeasured confounding" by
| INTRODUCTION
The prior event rate ratio (PERR) method developed by our group may effectively cope with "unmeasured confounding" by adjusting study outcomes for all confounding (both measured and unmeasured) by comparing exposed to unexposed cohort outcomes prior to study entry when neither group is receiving treatment. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Discovery of the PERR method resulted from our initial studies designed to determine whether data obtained from a large electronic medical record database could produce valid results for outcomes research. To address this issue exposed and unexposed cohorts extracted from the database were designed to replicate those from previously performed randomized controlled studies, and the results from the database studies were compared to the RCT studies to determine validity. In some instances the database and RCT results were similar, but in others they were significantly different, suggesting the presence of "unrecognized confounding". This led to identification of the PERR method, which overcame unrecognized confounding and produced similar database and RCT outcome results. In addition to evaluation by empiric studies, subsequent theoretical derivations and simulations all support the usefulness of this analytic technique.
However, PERR cannot address "unmeasured confounding" of death since prior events cannot occur. Since mortality is an important outcome in many studies, we were motivated to determine whether a strategy could be developed to overcome "unmeasured confounding" for this outcome. Our recent publication, which found that pioglitazone and rosiglitazone significantly reduced mortality in an unselected cohort of subjects with type 2 diabetes mellitus 8 provided an excellent opportunity to determine whether a new method could overcome or mitigate the possible effect of "unmeasured confounding" for mortality. This study was particularly suitable for exploration, since the cohorts were large and decreased mortality results, adjusted using standard statistical methods, were of substantial magnitude. Mortality was discussed cautiously in the publication, since these results could be spurious because of "unmeasured confounding."
The aim of this current study is to examine the feasibility of a new method to overcome "unmeasured confounding" for the mortality out-
The new method to analyze mortality, called the post-treated event rate ratio (PTERR), builds on the concepts that led to the development of the PERR method. However, PTERR adjusts comparison between exposed and unexposed cohorts during the period following the exposure to treatment. This manuscript addresses empiric, theoretical, and simulation studies evaluating this new analytic strategy and considers its advantages and shortcomings.
| METHODS
The methods in this study are similar to those used for determining the validity of the PERR method. Empiric studies and theoretical and simulation studies have been performed in a fashion similar to the PERR method.
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| Empiric studies
In addition to the pioglitazone/rosiglitazone study, PTERR will be evaluated empirically using other prior studies, which were the basis for development of the PERR method. The thiazolidenedione studies, performed comparably to our other RCT replication studies, used The UK Health Improvement Network database, which is similar to UK General Practice Research Database (GPRD). Prior studies, which used GPRD, included replications of the HOPE, EUROPA, WHI intact uterus, and the WHI hysterectomy RCT's. [1] [2] [3] 7 The 4S study was not used because the cohort was too small. 6 All the GPRD or The UK Health Improvement Network database studies replicated previously performed RCT's to the extent feasible except for randomization. Exposed and unexposed cohorts were selected to mimic entry requirements of the RCT. The exposed cohort included all database subjects meeting the entry criteria and began taking the study medication within a predefined recruitment time interval.
Study start time was the date when therapy began. Potential unexposed cohort included all subjects that met RCT entry criteria but did not take study medication during the recruitment interval. The final unexposed cohort was selected by computer-based random matching for age and sex to each exposed subject, and their start time defined as identical to the exposed matched subject. Both cohorts had a predefined similar study end time. Subjects that left the database or died prior to study end date had observations terminated at that time.
Thus, study time frames were similar for exposed and unexposed subjects.
Database studies were analyzed using both a simulated "intentionto-treat" analysis, where subjects were analyzed until a predefined study end date or death, and also a simulated "as-treated" analysis where a subject's study ended if exposed stopped or unexposed started medication prior to the predefined end date.
One advantage of our large database studies was the ability to capture information on rate of an event both for the as-treated and post-treated study periods. The exposed subjects began their posttreated study period when they stopped taking the drug. Unexposed subjects were randomly matched to the exposed subjects on the basis of age and sex, and their as-treated period ended if they began taking study medication (an infrequent occurrence). The intention-to-treat design ended at a similar predesigned stop point for both the exposed and unexposed cohorts or at the time of death, if it preceded the defined study end date.
| Death analysis strategy
The death analytic strategy takes advantage of both the intention-totreat and as-treated analyses. In every study a substantial portion of the exposed cohort had a longer study interval for the intention-totreat than the as-treated paradigm. Thus, an interval of study at the end, where the exposed cohort no longer received treatment, could be defined. Absence of medication use by the unexposed cohort was essentially similar between the intention-to-treat and as-treated analyses.
The following strategy was used ( Figure 1 ). All exposed subjects were included in the as-treated period, whereas their post-treated period included only subjects whose intention-to-treat duration exceeded their as-treated duration. Since the unexposed subjects in our original analyses had a much longer as-treated duration than the exposed subjects, this duration required adjustment to similar durations to perform the death analysis. Therefore, the unexposed subjects compared to exposed subjects during the as-treated period were limited to a time duration comparable to the exposed subjects (adjusted as-treated duration), done by limiting duration of the unexposed subjects to the end date of their matched exposed subject as-treated interval. Their post-treated period encompassed the interval between their entire as-treated duration and their adjusted as-treated duration.
Furthermore, unexposed post-treated subjects were restricted to those that matched to the exposed post-treated subjects. This produced reasonably similar dates for start and end times for post-treated exposed and unexposed subjects.
| Analyses
Analytics for evaluation of the Death outcome were as follows:
• Cox univariable (using only the exposure) and multivariable (using both exposure and known confounders) hazard ratios (HRs) for the as-treated period and univariable HR's for the post-treated period.
• The PTERR adjustment: defined as a ratio of Cox univariable HR from the as-treated period by the Cox univariable HR from the post-treated period.
• Results of the Cox multivariable analysis and the PTERR method also were compared.
• PTERR results also were compared to the RCT mortality HRs, or to observational study HRs if RCT data were unavailable.
Incidence rates (IRs) were calculated for the as-treated and posttreated periods. Incidence rate ratios (IRRs) were analyzed for both the exposed and unexposed cohorts, comparing the post-treated to the as-treated period for each individual cohort.
Baseline confounders were compared between the as-treated and post-treated periods.
| THEORETICAL DERIVATIONS AND SIMULATIONS OF THE PTERR METHOD
To accommodate different confounding effects, we assume the corresponding models for different periods in Table 1 . In this setup, the exposure effect β is not estimable directly from the exposed group because of the confounder U 2 . In particular, when the mean of U 2 is nonzero, directly applying the Cox model only to the exposed group will lead to a biased estimator of β. The PTERR method alleviates this confounding issue by using a constructed unexposed cohort and applying a difference-in-difference technique. Note that the unmea- From a general theoretical derivation, 9 when the mortality rate is rare, b β As−Trt and b β Post−Trt can be approximated by
þ log E e U1−V1 jT E;As−Trt ≥T UnE;As−Trt ; C E ≥T UnE;As−Trt ; C UnE ≥T UnE;As−Trt Â Ã È É where T UnE , As − Trt and T E , As − Trt represent event variables from the unexposed and exposed cohorts for the as-treated period and C UnE and C E are the censoring variables correspondingly. The second part of the above equation represents the different confounding effects from U 1 and V 1 . Similarly,
As a result, the proposed estimate b β As−Trt − b β Post−Trt is nearly unbiased for β when U 2 − V 2 is close to zero or has relatively negligible effect when compared with U 1 − V 1 or β.
4 | RESULTS
| Empiric studies
Prior empiric database studies were used to determine whether PTERR was a valid strategy for dealing with "unmeasured confounding" for mortality analysis. Because of their unique characteristics, study results are described as 3 distinct clusters, before discussing a FIGURE 1 Death strategy figure. The empiric studies were performed in the following fashion: both the exposed and unexposed cohorts were analyzed during an "as-treated" period and a "post-treated" period. The exposed "as-treated" period included all subjects until the defined end of the as-treated period, which occurred when they discontinued the study medication. The post-treated period ended when the "intention to treat" analysis ended. Thus, subjects in the post-treated period were those that no longer received the study medication. The unexposed "astreated" period was designed to approximate the duration of the exposed "as-treated" period. Thus, the "as-treated" adjusted duration of the unexposed was limited to the duration of their matched exposed subject's "as treated" duration. The unexposed post-treated period began after the adjusted "as-treated" period and ceased at the end of their entire "as-treated" duration. Another requirement for inclusion in the unexposed posttreated period was that their "matched" exposed subject was included in the exposed cohort post-treated period. This assured reasonably similar post-treated start and end times for both the unexposed and exposed cohorts As-treated Interval Post-treated Interval
combined analysis. The clusters are as follows: thiazolidinedione studies, angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor (ACEI) studies (HOPE & EUROPA), and women's health initiative (WHI) studies (WHI intact uterus and WHI hysterectomy).
| Thiazolidenedione studies
Death results from these studies stimulated development of a method to overcome the effect of "unmeasured confounding" on the mortality analysis, which represents an expansion of our initial work that led to development of the PERR method. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The pioglitazone replication study used the PROACTIVE RCT as the comparator for the database replication study. 10 Rosiglitazone replication study was performed in exactly the same fashion to compare results between the 2 thiazolidenedione medications.
Expanded studies of both medications also were performed, which used the same age criteria for entry as the replication studies, but had no other entry or exclusion criteria. The expanded studies had large cohorts and both exhibited substantial reductions in mortality. No specific RCT comparisons were available for the thiazolidenedione expanded database studies. However, the RECORD RCT, which used rosiglitazone medication, had entry criteria and baseline data reasonably similar to the rosiglitazone expanded study.
11 Table 2 shows IR comparing as-treated to post-treated periods for exposed and unexposed cohorts. Expanded rosiglitazone and pioglitazone studies exhibited similar results. The exposed cohort IR was significantly lower in the as-treated than post-treated period, whereas the unexposed cohort results were virtually identical for the 2 periods. Rosiglitazone and pioglitazone replication studies were largely similar to the expanded studies ( Table 2 ). In both studies the IR's for the exposed cohorts were significantly lower in the as-treated than post-treated periods. There were no significant differences in the unexposed cohort between the as-treated and post-treated periods, but the IRR in the pioglitazone study was lower than 1.0 in contrast to another studies. The much lower pioglitazone cohort size than another studies may account for this difference.
All HR's for the as-treated period (Table 3) were significantly decreased in both the rosiglitazone and pioglitazone replication studies; however, the PTERR adjusted HR in the rosiglitazone study was significantly lower than the Cox multivariable HR, suggesting the possibility of "unmeasured confounding."
Comparison of the pioglitazone replication study with the PRO-ACTIVE RCT suggests that the database results differ. The PROAC-TIVE RCT exhibited a slight decrease in mortality, which was not significant.
| Angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor studies (HOPE and EUROPA RCT's)
The original HOPE and EUROPA database studies both compared the Exposed group that took any dose of ACEI, with a subset that took greater than 4.0 mg/day ramipril equivalent. 7, [11] [12] [13] Studies with either dosage had similar results. The mortality analysis uses the much larger cohort that took any dose of ACEI. An additional advantage was that matching the unexposed to exposed was complete with the any dose cohort.
The HOPE and EUROPA mortality study results were very similar.
In both studies the exposed cohorts exhibited a significant decrease in IR during the as-treated as compared with the post-treated period (Table 2 -IRR), whereas the unexposed cohort's IRs were similar in the 2 periods.
In both studies (Table 3 ) the PTERR HR's for the as-treated period were significantly decreased in comparison with the Cox multivariable HR. Furthermore, the PTERR HR's were virtually identical to the Hope and Europa RCT results (Table 3 ). This provides strong support for the presence of "unrecognized confounding" in both these studies.
Of interest both the HOPE and EUROPA studies also demonstrated "unrecognized confounding" for another outcomes (myocardial infarction, stroke, and coronary revascularization [coronary artery bypass operation or percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty]), which were corrected by applying the PERR adjustment method. 1 In both studies prior events in the exposed were greater than those in the unexposed producing a decrease in the PERR adjusted outcomes. This is similar to the mortality analysis where death in the post-treated period was higher in the exposed than unexposed (Table 2) , resulting in a decrease in the PTERR adjusted mortality compared with Cox adjusted mortality (Table 3 ).
| WHI intact uterus and hysterctomy RCT'S
The WHI intact uterus and hysterectomy RCT's both had an age distribution dictated by study design that did not reflect the ages of women in the nonselected population treated with post-menopausal hormone therapy. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Both WHI RCT's were heavily weighted to older women.
Therefore, our database replications of the WHI exhibited important differences in age of both exposed and unexposed subjects than the RCT's. 
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TANNEN AND YU
Recognizing the age problem, the WHI investigators performed post-hoc analyses of different age groups using the original WHI data.
These post-hoc analyses lose the advantage of randomization and should be considered observational studies. 
18
To more closely, but not completely, replicate these findings, our database studies were analyzed using women 50 to 70 years of age and also 50 to 60 years of age. These cohorts were developed by combining the 50-to 55-year-old and 55-to 75-year-old cohorts from our published studies, which were derived together.
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The intact uterus 50-to 70-year-old exposed cohort had a lower IR during the as-treated than post-treated period ( Table 2 ).
The unexposed cohort also had a significantly lower IR during the as-treated than post-treated period (Table 2 ), but the IR during the as-treated period was much higher than the exposed cohort. The hysterectomy study results were very similar to the intact uterus results.
The HR's during the as-treated period (Table 3) however, the PTERR is lower than the Cox multivariable results in the intact uterus analyses. The death reduction is larger than the WHI post-hoc analyses, but average age in our study is lower than the WHI RCT post-hoc analysis.
In contrast to the PERR method, which uses data prior to study entry, the PTERR method that uses data after exposure to medication could have the exposed cohort post-treated period impacted by a residual effect of prior medication ingestion. This issue was addressed by assessing several aspects of our results as follows:
1. If the unexposed cohort exhibits reasonably similar IR's when the as-treated period is compared to the post-treated period, this assures a stable IR over the duration of the study. This occurred in 6 of the 8 cohorts studied (Table 2 ).
2. Absence of a significant difference between the IR for the exposed compared to unexposed during the post-treated period provides strong evidence against a residual medication effect in the exposed cohort, which occurred in 5 of 8 cohorts. (Table 2) 3. When a significant difference exists between the exposed and unexposed IR during the post-treated period a residual medication effect would require a similar directional IR change during the as-treated period. This only occurred in the HOPE and EUROPA studies, where the Cox univariable HR was increased during both the post-treated and the as-treated period (Table 2) .
This potentially could be due to a residual medication effect;
however, since the increased HR in the post-treated period was much higher than during the as-treated period, it is unlikely that the residual medication effect would be greater than the effect while medication was being taken. An alternative explanation would be the presence of "unmeasured confounding," which indeed was shown to account for this effect in both the HOPE and EUROPA studies Therefore, there does not appear to be any evidence of a residual medication effect in any of the studies performed. In the aggregate, our studies provide strong evidence that the PTERR method to evaluate unmeasured confounding will be a valuable analytic tool.
| Baseline confounders
To ascertain that the cohort characteristics were similar in the as-treated and post-treated periods, baseline confounders were compared (including prior medication, prior health events, and demographics) between as-treated and post-treated periods for both the exposed and unexposed of all study cohorts. In the aggregate there were reasonable similarities between the 2 periods for both the exposed and unexposed cohorts.
| Simulation results of the PTERR method
To investigate how well or sensitive these estimates are to the rare event assumption, we conducted simulation studies by varying degrees of the rare event rates. We generated data according to Table 1 We simulated 5000 data sets with sample size of 5000. The PTERR was performed, and the estimates were summarized in Figure 2 . From the figure, we can see that PTERR works well. In this particular setting, as the means of U 2 and V 2 , denoted as μ 2 and ν 2 , shift from −0.4 to 0.4, the bias remained small with its magnitude less than 0.03. The bias also seems to increase with larger values of μ 2 and ν 2 , and with larger values of α 0 . We have investigated more settings and the main message seems to hold from our investigation.
| DISCUSSION
The empiric, theoretical derivations and simulations of the PTERR method to cope with "unrecognized confounding" for the death outcome support the conclusion that it is a valuable new analytic tool.
Following our theoretical work for the PERR method, we derived large sample properties of the PTERR method. 9 The properties demonstrate that PTERR can correct bias because of unmeasured . 22 Other studies restricted to older subjects (>65 years) report increased mortality, but most are not significant statistically. 23, 24 In contrast to our studies, none of these studies provide a rigorous comparison between exposed and unexposed cohorts with similar characteristics in the fashion we have used.
Thus, validity of the thiazolidenedione (TZD) studies cannot be proven rigorously with our studies, but some observational studies are consistent with our results. Another strength of our study is the consistency of the findings with 4 different cohorts of TZD treatment.
The WHI intact uterus and WHI hysterectomy RCT's cannot be used for a rigorous comparison with the method, because the RCT's had a forced age distribution for subjects that does not reflect the actual age distribution of women in the population taking post-menopausal hormone therapy. 14 Thus, subject age distribution in our database studies did not mimic the RCT. However, a post-hoc analysis of the RCT results suggest that younger women in both the WHI intact uterus and hysterctomy RCT's exhibit a reduction in mortality. 18 Although these post-hoc results are not statistically significant, they are similar for both the WHI and WHI hysterectomy cohorts, and combined analysis of the 2 studies achieved statistical significance. 18 In addition, a meta-analysis suggests that women less than 60 years old treated with post-menopausal hormone therapy have a decrease in mortality. 25 Our database studies of both the WHI intact uterus and hysterectomy studies demonstrate a decrease in mortality consistent with WHI post-hoc analyses. Thus, although our WHI database studies significant difference is found, the presence of "unmeasured confounding" is presumed. This follows a paradigm similar to detecting "unmeasured confounding" for other outcomes using the PERR method. This occurred only in the HOPE and the EUROPA studies (Table 3) . Of interest "unmeasured confounding" was also detected for other outcomes in both these studies using the PERR method.
Ideas similar to PERR have appeared in literature as we pointed out in our previous publications. 1, 9 In particular, the difference-indifference (DID) method used in economics has some similarities. 26 However, application of DID in clinical epidemiology is very limited. A series of methods related to "case" cross-over designs [27] [28] [29] also employed a somewhat similar idea; however, these designs do not specifically incorporate a control group to capture extra unmeasured confounding. Conceptually, our idea falls under the "negative controls" framework proposed by Lipsitch et al 30 and therefore has the ability to improve causal inference.
As discussed in our prior publications, the PERR method differs and seems to be more widely applicable than other methods that have been developed in an attempt to address hidden bias. 1, 9 As confirmed in our prior empiric studies, propensity score analysis does not overcome unmeasured confounding. When combined with sensitivity analyses, however, it might provide results that can be interpreted as unlikely to have been influenced by unmeasured covariates. [31] [32] [33] Instrumental variable analysis and propensity scores combined with regression calibration also have been used to address unmeasured confounding. [34] [35] [36] An instrumental variable analysis requires identification of an appropriate instrument that affects the assignment to treatment but has no direct effect on the outcomes, [36] [37] [38] whereas propensity score calibration technique requires the presence of a validation study. Both the propensity score calibration and the instrumental variable analysis methods have important constraints. The propensity score calibration technique requires the presence of a validation study, whereas the instrumental variable analysis requires identification of an appropriate instrument. These requirements limit their applicability to a wide variety of studies.
Furthermore, in contrast to the PERR method, the validity of these methods has not been rigorously ascertained.
Although the primary focus of this work was to examine the utility of the PTERR adjustment for analysis of death, some of the specific findings also are of considerable interest. Regarding the thiazolidenedione studies, they represent some of the strongest evidence that both pioglitazone and rosiglitazone reduce mortality. Furthermore, the WHI studies provide strong evidence that younger women respond to post-menopausal therapy with a reduction in mortality.
